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Email Subscription

Enter your email address to subscribe

 to this blog and receive notifications

“Sneeuw2” by Dick Mudde – Own work. Licensed

 under Public Domain via Wikimedia Commons.

The AMS :: ATX blog will be going dark for

 a few weeks for winter break, so we hope

 everyone has a restful and relaxing holiday

 season.

The Snowfall is So Silent

The snowfall is so silent,

 so slow,

 bit by bit, with delicacy

 it settles down on the earth

 and covers over the fields.

 The silent snow comes down

 white and weightless;

 snowfall makes no noise,

 falls as forgetting falls,

 flake after flake.

 It covers the fields gently

 while frost attacks them

 with its sudden flashes of

 white;
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 covers everything with its pure

 and silent covering;

 not one thing on the ground

 anywhere escapes it.

 And wherever it falls it stays,

 content and gay,

 for snow does not slip off

 as rain does,

 but it stays and sinks in.

 The flakes are skyflowers,

 pale lilies from the clouds,

 that wither on earth.

 They come down blossoming

 but then so quickly

 they are gone;

 they bloom only on the peak,

 above the mountains,

 and make the earth feel heavier

 when they die inside.

 Snow, delicate snow,

 that falls with such lightness

 on the head,

 on the feelings,

 come and cover over the

 sadness

 that lies always in my reason.

Miguel de Unamuno
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Emily Roehl and Jeannette Vaught

 Giving Talks on Friday 2/12

Grad and Faculty Research: see

 UT AMS at ASA in Toronto

Undergrad Research: Molly

 Mandell named UEPS scholar for

 2015-2016 school year!

Alumni Voices: Dr. John

 Gronbeck-Tedesco, Asst. Prof. of

 American Studies, Ramapo

 College

Announcement: Workshop with

 media artist Samuel Cepeda this

 Friday

Tweets

RT @HouserHeather: TODAY,

 11am: TILTS Discussion of

 LIVING OIL w @LeMenagerUO,

 @ut_english Professor Ann

 Cvetkovich, & @AmStudies PhD

 candi… 6 hours ago

RT @HouserHeather: TODAY,

 6pm: TILTS, @ut_english,

 @AmStudies present Stephanie

 LeMenager on Oil Culture &

 Environmental Humanities

 https:/… 1 day ago

Emily Roehl and Jeanette Vaught

 Giving Talks on Friday 2/12
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RT @NotEvenPast: Smallpox as a

 Cold War weapon
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Is there a place for fakery in art

 This entry was posted in Announcements and
 tagged poetry, snow, winter.
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